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Gold and Oil to outperform all asset classes
Equities: Neutral Outlook
At current level of 9300, the view on BSE Sensex is neutral.
The global downturn started with financial sector and now
real economy is getting impacted. Equity price movement
has become more events driven therefore uncertain. The
economic upturn between 2003 and 2008 seems to be
driven by excess liquidity; now in the absence of the liquidity
boom, emerging markets are expected to grow at long term
trend growth. Once global equity markets find bottom, due to
favorable growth differential India would continue to remain
favorable for foreign capital inflows.
Impact of expansionary monetary policies on Asset
prices
Historical evidence indicates that central banks’ response to
economic crisis has been the use of expansionary monetary
policies. It often leads to disproportionate increase in the
value of unrelated assets, it is to be seen which asset class
gets upturn in prices.
Crude oil offers favorable risk reward
Non-discretionary nature of demand and limited sources of
supply favors long term investors to invest in crude. Current
price at US$ 38.4/bbl offers favorable risk reward for crude.
Gold may break long term range on upside
Though the reason for this crisis is excess liquidity, the
intended response by central banks is creation of further
liquidity by easing monetary policy. This raises question
about success of central banks' policies in solving the
problem. It also makes financial assets and financial system
vulnerable. During such uncertain times, Gold has proved
as an insurance against inflation. Current lack of confidence
in financial assets may lead to long term upturn in gold
prices.
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Market outlook: Neutral
Global downturn
has started
impacting real
economy

At current level of 9300, the view on BSE Sensex is neutral. The global downturn started with
financial sector and now real economy is getting impacted. Equity price movement has become
more events driven therefore uncertain.
One view on the economic upturn between 2003 and 2008 is that it was driven by global liquidity,
that made the capital cheap, caused surge in US led demand and artificial jump in growth rate. For
emerging markets also, the upturn was driven more by liquidity than by demography and
acceleration in reforms (as was thought earlier). Now in the absence of the liquidity boom,
emerging markets are expected to grow at their long term trend growth.
Having said that, once global equity markets find bottom, global investors would evaluate different
markets based on inherent potential; the differential between GDP growth rate of India and
developed economies (mainly US) is expected to remain in favor of India and may drive capital
inflow. However the bottom forming process is still at least 6 months away.

Emerging markets
have been
outperforming
developed markets

Emerging market equities have already been outperforming equity from developed countries in this
downturn. India/ China/ Brazil are quoting at 3 years low, against 5 years low for Dow, 6 years low
for FTSE and Multiyear low for Nikkei. India and China are expected to continue outperformance in
the long run due to higher proportion of domestic demand and relatively stable currencies than
other emerging markets (like Brazil/ Russia). Short term concerns emanating from corporate
governance issues such as Satyam may have adverse impact. In case regulator tightens the rules
more stringently than warranted, it may keep valuations suppressed for relatively longer time.
Some other concerns for Indian markets are absence of reforms since 2003, decline in the quality
of governance and escalated equity risk premium due to adverse geo-political situation. However
fall in energy prices would help restoring external trade balance therefore would lead to reduction
in inflation and reduction of interest rates in the economy.

Market may take time to start new bull run

BSE Sensex held
it’s bottom despite
adverse events

Market downturn to
create numerous
value traps

Creation of panic
bottom is not ruled
out

BSE Sensex held its bottom of 7800 (October 2008) despite adverse events such as Mumbai
attacks and recent Satyam issue. It apparently represents appetite for Indian equities at lower
levels. However upside is getting capped. Volatility continues to be high, which indicates time-wise
bottom is still away. At the market bottom, it is needed that participants loose interest in the
market, volatility reduces and volumes fall. Time wise, we are still away from this situation.
Also, a common tendency of investors during such times is to get involved in bargain hunting/value
buying; however in Indian situation often such downturns create numerous value traps; empirical
evidence from previous Indian equity cycles is that the sector that led the upturn in bull
phase generally doesn't lead the bull run in next phase. Going by the same analogy, infrastructure
and capital goods may create value traps for investors. At the same time, such sectors may create
opportunity for short term traders due to confusion regarding price rediscovery of stocks from such
beaten down sectors.
Ironically, in the last decade, Indian and US market created panic bottom at the reversal stage.
This panic was either caused by terrorist attacks or big scam. Such events presented opportunities
for long term investors to pick stocks. Though so far, Indian markets have held its ground despite
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adverse events, the possibility of panic bottom creation in response to future scam/terrorist attacks
is not ruled out. Such occurrence of creation of panic bottom may indicate trend reversal.

Impact of expansionary monetary policy on asset prices

Central banks’
expansionary
monetary policies
to lead new bubble

During previous crisis such as Russian and South East Asian currency crisis, central banks
reduced interest rates; it has been observed such monetary easing leads to disproportionate
increase in the value of unrelated assets such as technology stocks during year 2000 after
monetary easing of South East Asian crisis. Then technology stocks corrected and interest rates
were cut, that led to bubble in housing markets/ real estate. And in 2008, when housing problem
intensified the bubble shifted to crude oil and drove the prices to $145 a barrel. Now again the
response of central banks is easing of monetary policies, it is to be seen which asset class gets
upturn in prices.

Crude oil offers favorable risk reward

Crude prices favor
long term
investment

Though crude oil prices are at historical lows, non-discretionary nature of demand and limited
sources of supply favors long term investors to invest in crude. It is expected that crude production
may peak during Mid-2009 causing further intermediate term decline in prices. Having said so,
staggered purchase between $20 and $35 a barrel with over 3 years perspective may have
favorable risk/return profile. In India, energy futures have short maturity causing escalated
transaction costs associated with frequent rollovers. Alternative is, exposure through oil
exploration stocks though the correlation of their stock price movement with crude price movement
is relatively less. For US based investors, NYSE listed “USO": http://www.unitedstatesoilfund.com,
provides better opportunity to directly take exposure in crude.

Gold may break long term range on upside

Success of central
banks’ policies
questionable;
uncertainty to favor
gold prices

Though the reason for this crisis is excess liquidity, the intended response by central banks is
creation of further liquidity by easing monetary policy. This raises question about success of
central banks' policies in solving the problem. It also makes financial assets and financial system
vulnerable. During such uncertain times, Gold has proved as an insurance against inflation.
Current lack of confidence in financial assets may lead to upturn in gold prices. At current gold
prices of US$ 840 per ounce, Dow/Gold ratio is around 10, which though can't be considered high,
still represents premium for Dow in such uncertain times. During 1930's, the ratio was close to 2;
whereas during 1979 the ratio was 1 (Implying with one ounce of gold, one could have bought 1
ETF of Dow). Any upturn in gold prices coupled with downturn in Dow towards maintaining the
parity may be in favor of investing in gold. It is to be noted that it would represent long term
breakout for gold, therefore needs to be accompanied by strong buying by long term gold
investors. It would be similar to breakout of Dow from 500-1000 range (in years between 1968 and
1982) and reaching current levels of 8000, breakout of crude oil from $10 to $40 per barrel range
(between years 1979 and 2003) and later reaching $145 a barrel, breakout of BSE Sensex from
2800-4500 range (between 1992 and 2002) and then reaching 21,000. Since gold has been
trading in a range of $300-$1000 since 1979, any breakout from $1000/ ounce may indicate long
term trend reversal.
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APPENDIX I
Disclosure Section
Research Certification
NextGen India Investments is principally responsible for the preparation of this research report herby certifies that,
all of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect its views about the company or the market. In
addition, any analyst of NextGen India Investments research group has not and will not receive any compensation
from the subject company for providing a specific recommendation or view in this report. Clients of NextGen India
Investments and analysts of NextGen India Investments research group may be holding equity shares of the
subject company at the time of issuing this report therefore it is safe to assume that the research group may have
vested interest in issuing the report. NextGen India Investments

Important Disclosure
The information contained in this report is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute or form
part of and should not be construed as an offer to sell or an invitation to subscribe or any invitation to offer to buy
or subscribe to any securities. The information and opinions herein have been compiled or arrived at from current
public information and sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made as to their accuracy, completeness and correctness. The right to change any such
information, at any time, without notice, is fully reserved. Readers using the information contained herein are
solely responsible for their actions and are advised to satisfy themselves before making any investments. Any
analyst of NextGen India Investments research group, NextGen India Investments or Nextgeninvestment.com are
not responsible for any losses/damages arising consequent upon using the information contained in this
publication.
The risk of equity investments can be substantial. There may be high volatility, large losses on original
investments, and high degree of psychological pressure for investor. Each investor must consider whether this is
a suitable investment for him/her. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Analysts of
NextGen India research group, NextGen India Investments, or NextGeninvestment.com do not represent or imply
any performance level, results or guarantee in relation to any content nor do they make any claim that the use of
this publication will result in a particular profit or prevent any loss for a user. In no event shall this publication be
liable to any party for any damages including without limitation, any direct, indirect, special, punitive, incidental or
consequential damages (including, but not limited to, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption,
or loss of savings), or any other damages arising - in any way, shape or form - out of the availability, use, reliance
on, even if this publication shall have been advised of the possibility of such damages, and regardless of the form
of action, whether in contract, tort, or otherwise. Because some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or
limitation of incidental or consequential damages, the above exclusions of incidental and consequential damages
may not apply to you, but shall apply, in any event, to the maximum extent possible.
For detailed disclosure and terms of use please refer to www.NextGeninvestment.com.
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